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AFIA Distributes Draft Comments on FSMA Supplemental Proposed Rule on 

Foreign Supplier Verification Program 
  

In this update, the American Feed Industry Association is providing to members the 

current set of comments on the U.S. Food and Drug Administration supplemental proposed 

rule for the Foreign Supplier Verification Program (FSVP). These draft comments are 

being provided for your review and feedback ahead of the upcoming comment deadline. 

The comments can be found here. As these comments are a work in progress, please do not 

distribute them outside of your company. In this supplemental, FDA proposed modified 

requirements for the mandatory supplier verification of foreign suppliers for human food 

and animal food products imported into the U.S. As noted in the comments, FDA provides 

similar requirements to the proposed domestic supplier verification requirements, but also 

has instances where the requirements for the foreign supplier verification and the proposed 

domestic supplier verification do not align. A notable part of AFIA's comments revolve 

around objection to FDA's proposed allowance for "modified FSVP" for "very small 

importers" and importers importing from "very small foreign suppliers."   

  

The FDA comment deadline is Dec. 15, and we would appreciate any feedback or changes 

you would suggest by close of business Dec. 11. Please provide your comments to Gina 

Tumbarello, AFIA director of international policy and trade, for consideration. All AFIA 

members are free to utilize any part of AFIA's comments in their own submissions. It is 

important that you put the comments into your own words so it will not be considered a 

form letter submission. 

  

Drafting YOUR Comments to BOTH Supplemental Proposed Rules 
  

It is important for FDA to hear your firm's comments on both the FSVP and the Current 

Good Manufacturing Practices and Preventive Controls for Animal Food supplemental 

proposed rules. While companies can speak with one industry-wide voice through trade 

associations like AFIA, it will also help to speak with many voices on an important rule 

like FSMA. Companies have the ability to show FDA how the proposed rule will impact 

industry through individual accounts. These individual stories can be very effective. Will 

companies be forced to hire people to help you comply with the regulation? Will 

companies limit product lines or dispose of product instead of recycling it? Are FDA's cost 

estimates reasonable for companies?  

  

While AFIA members are free to use any part of AFIA's comments in their own 

submissions, form submissions (i.e. complete copy-and-pasting) will not be as effective as 

comments with individual company experiences and stories. AFIA encourages all of our 

members to use our comments as a resource and importantly, make them your own. To aid 

in this, AFIA is providing you draft templates that you can fill in and use. Please make the 

verbiage your own and tell your own story. Feel free to pull any language necessary from 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001GHIoJXxGLqktFMuh1pkrQdw-IsJ-ISe-rWSBFYiUJPQjG0H0qHli3-e_cNFmElXGJ-DVWyUEvTjznK1M7AC9xlI1qjTvXp0s_hI9MvueMGCofeLFnJ6lQIAoZ5GDaV11WlLICDDEmr-N6u_JF4mikbth0KWE1nmeIABBOCj9s9iw6F71e4wXxwwxFLqrTDIXLqGE9kg6b312zLQ5biLk3Z3lvnm9VmcA3fTuY78sE38wx3XeisfvBI6EvBJ0L2rrbzHzFabKRGw=&c=-9maB2n5emYtrp5Twy0_0r_zXz_SNJyBs8lNBxwJYyzJBuromcoOEA==&ch=lHWurjJzZhAayqAbsnlg-7rhzWDwRERasDll6lPvLBoYaYR6IwDWmQ==
mailto:gtumbarello@afia.org?subject=AFIA%20FSVP%20comments
mailto:gtumbarello@afia.org?subject=AFIA%20FSVP%20comments


AFIA's comments to expand on your arguments. The draft template for the CGMP and 

Preventive Control rule can be found here. The draft template for the FSVP rule can be 

found here. 

  

To submit comments, go to regulations.gov. The docket number is FDA-2011-N-0922 and 

the RIN is 0910-AG10. Click on the "Comment Now" button. The website allows users to 

type in comments or upload a file. After submission, it should show a receipt.  Comments 

are due by 11:59 p.m. Eastern on Dec. 15. 

  

Contact AFIA 
To keep track of FSMA updates from FDA, visit the FSMA webpage, www.fda.gov/fsma, 

and sign up for email updates. For questions on any aspect of FSMA, please contact 

Richard Sellers, AFIA senior vice president of legislative and regulatory affairs, at (703) 

558-3569, Leah Wilkinson, AFIA director of ingredients, pet food and state affairs, at 

(703) 558-3560, Henry Turlington, AFIA director of quality and manufacturing regulatory 

affairs, at (703) 650-0146, or Paul Keppy, AFIA government affairs specialist, at (703) 

650-0144. 

  

The Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) was signed into law on January 4, 2011, and 

provides the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with sweeping new authorities 

and requirements. The law was a bi-partisan supported bill backed by the food and feed 

industries. It authorizes FDA to promulgate new rules for preventive controls, develop 

performance standards, create new administrative detention rules, provides authority for 

mandatory recall of adulterated products and provides authority for hiring more than 4,000 

new field staff among other provisions. It is unclear whether Congress will provide 

sufficient funding authorization to fully implement the law, but it is clear that FDA is 

proceeding with rulemaking to meet the new law's regulation deadlines. 

  

The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making 

of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted material. If you would like to 

photocopy, otherwise reproduce, or publish any of the foregoing material, please contact 

AFIA's Sarah Novak or Miranda McDaniel at (703) 524-0810 or snovak@afia.org or 

mmcdaniel@afia.org for permission. 
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